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Learning Objectives

At the end of this class, you will be able to:

- Link and open a Revit model in 3ds Max Design
- Create a photorealistic rendering in a short amount of time
- Generate render elements with the Render Pass System in 3ds Max Design 2013
- Make modifications and add effects to the rendering with Autodesk Composite 2013
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Standard Render Settings
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Adding Drama

How to add drama to your images:

1) Create image

2) Add Mordor
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3D Render vs. Postprocessed Image

Pure Render

Luxigon
Revit Architecture vs. 3ds Max Design
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Importing & linking files in 3ds Max
DWG vs. FBX

- DWG
  - Layers
  - Curves & Lines

- FBX
  - Lights
  - Materials
  - Cameras

> Export > FBX or DWG
Linking Files

- Combine By Revit Material
- Combine By Revit Category
- Combine By Family Type
- As One Object
- Do Not Combine Entities

> Import > Link Revit
Linking Files
Preparing the Scene
Activating Nitrous Viewport

Realistic > Lights and Shadows > Illuminate with scene lights + Shadow + Ambient Occlusion
Environment

- mr Photographic Exposure Control
Material Override
Ambient Occlusion
Ambient Occlusion
Render Settings
Image Resolution

- Image Resolution

Rendering > Print Size Assistant…
Final Render Settings

- Increasing Final Gather Precision
  
  *(For high quality GI set the FG Precision to Low or Medium)*

- Increase the FG Bounces
  
  *(For exterior renderings set the FG bounces to 2)*
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Autodesk Composite 2013
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